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PRESS RELEASE, 22/03/2024 

 

Since 1962 Ceramiche Piemme has been designing and manufacturing ceramics, becoming the undisputed 

protagonist of Made in Italy. A product that is the expression of quality, Italian style and design. 

 

 

 

LIMESTONE: THE BEAUTY OF A NATURAL STONE 

 

Limestone is a natural stone highly appreciated not only for its resistance, but also for its monochrome and 

subtle light-toned veins which make it versatile and transversal in architectural designs. 

The colors, white, beige, grey and black, derive from different geological formations of the countries which 

they come from: the brilliance of Italian white limestone, the golden shades of French stone, the authenticity 

of English stone, and the elegance of Belgian black stone, faithful reproductions of the original sedimentary 

rocks. 

The honed surface has been made with the innovative Synchro Digit Piemme® technology, a technique that 

creates a glossy and matt effect that can highlight the details of the limestone’s veining while giving it a 

natural look. 

Limestone 

Colors: Italian White, French Beige, English Grey, Belgium Black, Vein Cut Ivory, 

Vein Cut Grey 

Sizes: 120x280, 120x120, 60x120, 60x60, 30x60, 10x60, 10x53 cm 

Thickness: 6 mm 8,5 mm 20 mm 

3D structures: Ribbed 

 

 

 

MAJESTIC ONYX: A PRECIOUS STONE 

The Majestic Onyx is inspired by onyx, a precious stone with millenary charm. 

The offering of different colors and the characteristic degradé of colors tones make this product an ideal 

solution for sophisticated environments. 

The collection, suitable for both floor and wall applications, stands out for its precision and the accurate 

balance between veins, graphic details, and delicate colors. “Onyx” can be used in combination with other 

materials, such as wood or natural stone, to create bright and warm spaces. 

Majestic Onyx is available in five colors: Crystal Beige, Pale Azure, Pearl White, Smoky Grey and Iron Grey. 
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Majestic Onyx 

Colors: Pearl White, Crystal Beige, Smoky Grey, Iron Grey, Pale Azure 

Sizes: 120x280, 120x120, 60x120 cm 

Thickness: 6 mm 8,5 mm

  

 

SOLOROVERE: THE ESSENCE OF OAK IN FOUR VARIATIONS 

 

Solorovere expresses the original character of oak wood, a precious material with timeless charm. Always 

used in the field of interior design, thanks to the natural look and its golden shades, it can adapt to any style 

of furniture, creating a harmonious environment in which modernity and tradition blend in a perfect mix. 

The peculiarities of oak, the brown color tending to honey, the delicate veins and the signs of time, find a 

perfect match both to touch and sight with the new collection Solorovere. Four versions of porcelain 

stoneware staves: Pure, Flamed, Loft and Vintage creating a versatile design. 

 

Solorovere 

Colors: Pure, Flamed, Loft, Vintage 

Sizes: 30x120, 20x120, 10x53 cm 

Thickness: 8,5 20 mm 

 

 

 

 

 

ARTDESIA 2.0: ALL THE CHARM OF A SEDIMENTARY STONE 

 

Slate stone is a material that has been used in many ways since ancient times, due to its natural slate. The 

first finds date back to 2000 years. It has unique features that have allowed it to be used both as a cover 

element for the exterior and as a decorative element for the interior. Ceramiche Piemme presents the 

Artdesia 2.0 series in five colours and three formats; a collection that perfectly meets the needs of those 

looking for an aesthetic material with timeless elegance. 

 

Artdesia 2.0 

Colors: Ivory, Sand, Silver, Grey, Black 

Sizes: 60x120, 60x60, 30x60 cm 

Thickness: 8,5 20 mm 
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MAJESTIC: ELEGANCE WITH ETERNAL CHARM 

 

Majestic interprets the finest marbles existing in nature by combining their refined appearance with the 

superior technical qualities of porcelain stoneware. 

Marbles have always suggested living environments of aristocratic taste or more contemporary interiors with 

luxury or eclectic accents, but always highly personal and distinguished by a balanced mix of classic and 

modern style, eccentricity, and linearity.  

 

Majestic 

Colors: Apuanian White, Queen’s Tiara, Imperial Pearl, Precious Gem, Supreme 

Grey, Lime Black, Royal Nero 

Sizes: 120x280, 120x120, 60x120, 80x80, 60x60cm 

Thickness: 6, 9.5 mm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CERAMICHE PIEMME 

 

The protagonist of Made in Italy since 1962. 

Passion, research, and study of trends are the strengths of a company with an important history and that has 

the technological development and the constant improvement of processes as its main objectives. 

Thanks to continuous research and the latest generation of tools, we cure the product from beginning to end, 

offering increasingly high-performance design solutions able to meet the different needs of architects and 

designers. 

Thanks to innovative technologies, we have reduced energy consumption and obtained important 

advantages on production quality. 
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